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Abstract
Planck Scale is about 10^(-33) cm. Schwinger Souce Scale is about 10^(-24) cm,
a scale about 10^9 larger thant the Planck Scale. The number of particles in the
Schwinger Source cloud is determined by the Monster Group Symmetry of
the Planck Scale Unit Cells of E8 Physics (viXra 1602.0319). Schwinger Sources
have external structure related to Kerr-Newman Black Holes and Bounded Complex
Domains whose Bergman Kernels correspond to the Green’s Functions of the
Schwinger Source. Schwinger Source internal structure is determined by the
Octonionic Mandelbrot Set corresponding to each Unit Cell and their Julia Sets.
Julia Sets give the Green’s Function Potential and Field Lines of the Schwinger Source.
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Schwinger Source Size and the Monster Group
Fock “Fundamental of Quantum Mechanics” (1931) showed that it requires
Linear Operators “... represented by a definite integral [of a]... kernel ... function ...”.
Hua “Harmonic Analysis of Functions of Several Complex Variables in the Classical
Domains” (1958) showed Kernel Functions for Complex Classical Domains.
Schwinger (1951 - see Schweber, PNAS 102, 7783-7788) “... introduced a description in
terms of Green’s functions, what Feynman had called propagators ... The Green’s
functions are vacuum expectation values of time-ordered Heisenberg operators, and the
field theory can be defined non-perturbatively in terms of these functions ...[which]...
gave deep structural insights into QFTs; in particular ... the structure of the Green's
functions when their variables are analytically continued to complex values ...”.
Wolf (J. Math. Mech 14 (1965) 1033-1047) showed that the Classical Domains
(complete simply connected Riemannian symmetric spaces)
representing 4-dim Spacetime with Quaternionic Structure are:
S1 x S1 x S1 x S1 = 4 copies of U(1)
S2 x S2 = 2 copies of SU(2)
CP2 = SU(3) / SU(2)xU(1)
S4 = Spin(5) / Spin(4) = Euclidean version of Spin(2,3) / Spin(1,3)
Armand Wyler (1971 - C. R. Acad. Sc. Paris, t. 271, 186-188) showed how to use
Green’s Functions = Kernel Functions of Classical Domain structures characterizing
Sources = Leptons, Quarks, and Gauge Bosons,
to calculate Particle Masses and Force Strengths
Schwinger (1969 - see physics/0610054) said: “... operator field theory ... replace[s] the
particle with... properties ... distributed throughout ... small volumes of three-dimensional
space ... particles ... must be created ... even though we vary a number of experimental
parameters ... The properties of the particle ... remain the same ... We introduce a
quantitative description of the particle source in terms of a source function ...
we do not have to claim that we can make the source arbitrarily small ...
the experimeter... must detect the particles ...[by]... collision that annihilates the
particle ... the source ... can be ... an abstraction of an annilhilation collision, with the
source acting negatively, as a sink ... The basic things are ... the source functions ...
describing the intermediate propagation of the particle ...”.
Schwinger Sources can be described by continuous manifold structures
of Bounded Complex Domains and their Shilov Boundaries
but
the Cl(16)-E8 model at the Planck Scale has spacetime condensing out of Clifford
structures forming a Leech lattice underlying 26-dim String Theory of World-Lines
with 8 + 8 + 8 = 24-dim of fermion particles and antiparticles and of spacetime.

The automorphism group of a single 26-dim String Theory cell modulo the Leech lattice
is the Monster Group of order about 8 x 10^53.
When a fermion particle/antiparticle appears in E8 spacetime it does not remain a single
Planck-scale entity because Tachyons create a cloud of particles/antiparticles.
The cloud is one Planck-scale Fundamental Fermion Valence Particle plus an effectively
neutral cloud of particle/antiparticle pairs forming a Kerr-Newman black hole.
That Kerr-Newman cloud constitutes the E8 Physics model Schwinger Source.
The cloud structure comes from the 24-dim Leech lattice part of the Monster Group
which is 2^(1+24) times the double cover of Co1, for a total order of about 10^26.
Since a Leech lattice is based on copies of an E8 lattice
and since there are 7 distinct E8 integral domain lattices
there are 7 (or 8 if you include a non-integral domain E8 lattice) distinct Leech lattices.
The physical Leech lattice is a superposition of them,
effectively adding a factor of 8 to the order,
so the volume of the Kerr-Newman Cloud is on the order of 10^27 x Planck scale
and the Kerr-Newman Cloud should contain about 10^27 particle/antiparticle pairs
and its size should be about 10^(27/3) x 1.6 x 10^(-33) cm = roughly 10^(-24) cm.
The Monster Group is of order
8080 , 17424, 79451, 28758, 86459, 90496, 17107, 57005, 75436, 80000, 00000
=
2^46 . 3^20 . 5^9 . 7^6 . 11^2 . 13^3 . 17. 19. 23. 29. 31. 41. 47. 59 . 71
or about 8 x 10^53
This chart (from Wikipedia) shows the Monster M and other Sporadic Finite Groups

The order of Co1 is 2^21.3^9.5^4.7^2.11.13.23 or about 4 x 10^18.
Aut(Leech Lattice) = double cover of Co1.
The order of the double cover 2.Co1 is 2^22.3^9.5^4.7^2.11.13.23 or about 0.8 x 10^19.
Taking into account the non-sporadic part of the Leech Lattice symmetry
according to the ATLAS at brauer.maths.qmul.ac.uk/Atlas/v3/spor/M/
the Schwinger Source Kerr-Newman Cloud Symmetry s 2^(1+24).Co1
of order 139511839126336328171520000 = 1.4 x 10^26
Co1 and its subgroups account for 12 of the 19 subgroups of the Monster M.
Of the remaining 7 subgroups, Th and He are independent of the Co1 related
subgroups and HN has substantial independent structure.
Th = Thompson Group. Wikipedia says “... Th ... was ... constructed ... as the
automorphism group of a certain lattice in the 248-dimensional Lie algebra of E8.
It does not preserve the Lie bracket of this lattice, but
does preserve the Lie bracket mod 3, so is a subgroup of the Chevalley group E8(3).
The subgroup preserving the Lie bracket (over the integers) is a maximal
subgroup of the Thompson group called the Dempwolff group (which unlike the
Thompson group is a subgroup of the compact Lie group E8) ...
the Thompson group acts on a vertex operator algebra over the field with 3 elements.
This vertex operator algebra contains the E8 Lie algebra over F3,
giving the embedding of Th into E8(3) ...
The Schur multiplier and the outer automorphism group of ... Th ... are both trivial.
Th is a sporadic simple group of order 215 · 310 · 53 · 72 · 13 · 19 · 31
= 90745943887872000 ≈ 9 x 10^16 ...”.
He = Held Group. Wikipedia says “... The smallest faithful complex representation has
dimension 51; there are two such representations that are duals of each other.
It centralizes an element of order 7 in the Monster group. ...
the prime 7 plays a special role in the theory of the group ...
the smallest representation of the Held group over any field is
the 50 dimensional representation over the field with 7 elements ...
He ... acts naturally on a vertex operator algebra over the field with 7 elements ...
The outer automorphism group has order 2 and the Schur multiplier is trivial. ...
He is a sporadic simple group of order 210 · 33 · 52 · 73 · 17
= 4030387200 ≈ 4 x 10^9 ...”.
HN = Harada-Norton Group. Wikipedia says “... The prime 5 plays a special role ...
it centralizes an element of order 5 in ... the Monster group ...and as a result acts
naturally on a vertex operator algebra over the field with 5 elements ... it acts on
a 133 dimensional algebra over F5 with a commutative but nonassociative product ...
Its Schur multiplier is trivial and its outer automorphism group has order 2 ...
HN is a sporadic simple group of order 214 · 36 · 56 · 7 · 11 · 19
= 273030912000000 ≈ 3 × 10^14 ...

HN has an involution whose cenrtralizer is of the form 2.HS.2, where HS is the HigmanSims group ... of order 29 · 32 · 53 · 7 · 11 = 44352000 ≈ 4 × 10^7 ...[whose] Schur
multiplier has order 2 ...[and whose] outer automorphism group has order 2 ...
HS is ... a subgroup of ... the Conway groups Co0, Co2 and Co3 ...”.
Co1 x Th x He x HN / HS together have order about 4 x 9 x 4 x 10^(18+16+9+7)
= about 10^52 which is close to the order of M = about 10^54.
The components of the Monster Group describe the composition of Schwinger Sources:
Co1 gives the number of particles in the Schwinger Source Kerr-Newman Cloud
emanating from a Valence particle in a Planck-scale cell of E8 Physics SpaceTime.
Th gives the 3-fold E8 Triality structure relating 8-dim SpaceTime to
First-Generation Fermion Particles and AntiParticles.
He gives the 7-fold algebraically independent Octonion Imaginary E8 Integral Domains
that make up 7 of the 8 components of Octonion Superposition E8 SpaceTime.
HN / HS gives the 5-fold symmetry of 120-element Binary Icosahedral E8 McKay Group
beyond the 24-element Binary Tetrahedral E6 McKay Group at which level
the Shilov Boundaries of Bounded Complex Domains emerge to describe SpaceTime
and Force Strengths and Particle Masses.

Mandelbrot Sets
Peitgen, and Richter in The Beauty of Fractals (1986) say
“... the Mandelbrot set embodies a principle of the transition from order to chaos more
general than the Feigenbaum universality. ... Mandelbrot's ingenuity was to look at
complex numbers ... to follow the process ... on a plane ... The focus has shifted
to the nature of boundaries between different regions. We can think of centers - attractors which compete for influence on the plane: an initial point ... is driven by the process to one
center or another, or it is on the boundary and cannot decide.
If the parameter is changed, the regions belonging to the attractors change, and with them
the boundaries. It can happen that the boundary falls to dust, and this decay is one of the
most important scenarios. ... Mandelbrot's process is ... x -> x^2 + c ...

... Charged Mandelbrot set with equipotential and field lines ...

... Level sets ... in altemating colors for c in M ... Outside of M: equipotential lines ...

... Domains of index (c) = constant ... Indices organize according to Fibonacci sequences.
Outside of M: equipotential lines ...”.
The Complex Mandelbrot set is symmetric about the real axis,
so it has symmetry of the dihedral group of order 2. For details see
https://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/~wgilbert/FractalGallery/Mandel/MandelMath.html

The symmetry group dihedral(2) tor the Mandelbrot set of f(z) = z2 + c
can be expanded to the Binary Dihedral Group {2,2,2}
by going from 2-dim Complex Numbers to Quaternions of 4-dim M4 SpaceTime.
McKay says: “... D[4] {2,2,4-2} Generalized quaternion [4-2] ...”.
D[4] is the D4 Lie algebra Spin(8), the bivector Lie Algebra of the Cl(8) Clifford Algebra
that by Real Clifford Algebra 8-Periodicity tensor product produces Cl(8)xCl(8) = Cl(16)
which contains 248-dim E8 as 120-dim D8 + 128-dim half-spinor D8
and by completing the union of all tensor products of Cl(16) produces an AQFT.
The corresponding String Theory, with Strings seen as World-Lines of Particles,
has Planck-scale local lattice structure each cell of which has Monster Group symmetry.
Here is a Quaternionic Mandelbrot set image by Mikael Hvidtfeldt Christensen:

it is basically a 2-dim Mandelbrot set rotated about the real axis.
An Octonionic Mandelbrot set would be similar,
so the Complex Mandelbrot Set gives most of the useful structure.

Julia Sets
Points of the Mandelbrot Set represent Julia Sets.
Characteristics of the Julia Sets and Bifurcations vary with their position on the
Mandelbrot Set. First consider positions along the Real Axis from -L = -2 to -L = 0.25:

(images above from Peitgen, Jurgens and Saupe, Chaos and Fractals)

Lennart Carleson and Theodore W. Gamelin in their book Complex Dynamics say:
“... Let us see how the Julia set changes shape as c moves along the real axis.
If we move c to the right of 1/4, it leaves the Mandelbrot set and the Julia set becomes
totally disconnected. ...the cauliflower set, corresponding to c = 1/4 ... is a simple
closed Jordan curve ... though it cannot be a quasicircle due to the cusps.
... the Julia set for c = - 3/5 ... is a quasicircle, symmetric with respect to R.
... at the left edge of the main cardioid we arrive at the point c = - 3/4 ...
There are two petals at - 1/2, which cycle back and forth. ...

When we continue to the left of - 3/4, the fixed point bifurcates to an attracting cycle of
length two, corresponding to the two petals.

This process is called "budding," and the point - 3/4 is the "root" of the bud. ...
For c = - 1, we have the superattracting cycle 0 -> - 1 -> 0
pictured in Figure 8. The basic shape of the Julia set is preserved as
we cross from c = - 3/5 over c = - 3/4 to c = - 1.
At c = - 5/4 we have a parabolic cycle of petals of order 4, and there is further budding.
Continuing to decrease c gives a sequence
c0 > c1 > c2 > ... of parameter values corresponding to parabolic cycles of order In the
complementary intervals, has attracting cycles of order This behavior is known as the
period doubling of Feigenbaum, and c n -> c oo = - 1.401.
In the interval [ - 2, c oo ] periods of many different orders occur ...”.
Here, near their locations on the Mandlebrot Set, are some Julia Sets useful in
describing Schwinger Source Geometry: c = -2 , c = -1, c = i , c = 0 , c = -i :

( image from Mandelbrot and Julia by Dany Shaanan and by Peitgen, Jurgens, and Saupe )

Schwinger Source Structure and Julia Sets
Planck scale is about 10^(-33) cm. Schwinger Souce Scale is about 10^(-24) cm.
What is the structure of the cloud in the 10^9 Planck units between those scales ?
My conjecture is that it may be Fractal Julia Set structure.
Mark McClure on the Math Stack Exchange 30 May 2013 said:
“... Julia sets of rational functions can be computed using an inverse iteration technique
that shows them to be something close to self-similar. This helps explain the extreme
regularity displayed when zooming into most Julia sets. For example, here we zoom in
to the Julia set for f(z) = z^2 - 1 increasing the magnification by a factor of the Golden
ratio with each step. ...

...”.
The first three images are at steps 0, 1, and 2. The fourth image is at step 41.
Since 1.6^41 = 2.3 x 10^8, the same similarity exists all the way down
from Schwinger Source scale 10^(-24) cm to the Planck scale 10^(-33) cm.
How would such a Julia Set emerge from a single Fundamental Fermion Particle ?
At the Planck-scale E8 Lattice level each Fundametal Fermion Particle
is represented by an Octonion Basis Element
1 - Neutrino
i - Red Down Quark
j - Green Down Quark
k - Blue Down Quark
E - Electron
I - Red Up Quark
J - Green Up Quark
K - Blue Up Quark

If the Red Down Quark represented by i is at the origin of Planck-scale E8
SpaceTime then a Virtual Cloud of Particles will form around it.
Let z be the Octonion representing the first Particle to appear in the Virtual Cloud.
Then form the Octonion Product z^2 and add to it the Octonion i of the Red Down Quark
and let that z^2 + i represent the second particle to appear in the Virtual Cloud. Then
iterate the process many times. Peitgen and Richter in Beauty of Fractals say “... for the
process x -> x^2 + c ... c = i ... Figure 12 shows the example c = i ...

... Such dendrites have no interior, there is no attractor other than the one at infinity.
The Julia set is now just the boundary of a single domain of attraction and contains
those points that do not go to that attractor ...”.
Note that the Beauty of Fractals material assumes 2-dim Complex Numbers
whereas realistic physics requires 4-dim Quaternions for M4 Physical SpaceTime
and 8-dim Octonions for Inflationary Era E8 Physics.

4-dim Quaternions are needed for j - Green Down Quark and k - Blue Down Quark
A Quaternionic Julia set image by Prokofiev (wikimedia) shows the Julia Set
for Imaginary Quaternion basis elements { i , j , k } with a cross-section in the XY plane
in which the "dendrite" Complex Julia Set is visible:

8-dim Octonions are needed for E - Electron and
I - Red Up Quark and J - Green Up Quark and K - Blue Up Quark
Octonionic images would be similar to the Quaternionic with rotation about the real axis,
so the Complex Julia Sets give most of the useful structure.
In the Octonion Julia Set, the 7+7 imaginaries +/- i , +/- j , +/-k , +/-E , +/- I , +/- J , +/- K
are all located on the unit 7-sphere S7 centered on the origin c = 0 .
Julia Sets for all points on that S7 are of the same type - dendrite - as for i and -i.
Geoffrey Dixon (see Division Algebras, Lattices, Physics, Windmill Tilting, section 4.1)
has defined an X-Product for the unit Octonions on a 7-sphere S7 :
“... Let A, B, X be Octonions, with X a unit Octonion ...
Define A ox B = (AX)(X*B) = (A(BX)X* = X((X*A)B) the X-product of A and B.
Because of the nonassociativity of O, A ox B =/= AB in general.
But remarkabley, for fixed X, the algebra Ox (O endowed with the X-product) is
isomorphic to O itself. Modulo sign change each X gives rise to a distinct copy of O ...”.
What about 1 - Neutrino and -1 Anti-Neutrino ?
The 1 and -1 of the Neutrino and Anti-Neutrino do not represent the 1 and -1 on
the real axis of the Mandelbrot Set. They represent the 1 and -1 on the Julia Set S7
defined by the Dixon X-Products of the 7 imaginary basis elements {i,j,k,E,I,J,K}.
What about Standard Model Spin 1 Gauge Bosons ?
They can be represented as antisymmetric pairs of representative Fermions
and therefore as points on the Julia Set S7 defined by the Dixon X-Products.

What about the Higgs Spin 0 Scalar ?
Higgs can be represented by the Julia Set of the point c = 0 on the Mandelbrot real axis.

What about the Conformal Spin(2,4) = SU(2,2) Graviphoton Spin 1 Bosons ?
The Conformal Bosons of Gravity and Dark Energy can be represented by
the Julia Set of the point c = -1 on the Mandelbrot real axis.
Peitgen and Richter in Beauty of Fractals say
“... The Inverse Iteration Method (IIM) ... should give a good picture of [the Julia Set] ...
if ... it is uniformly distributed over [the Julia Set] ... Figure 26 ... show[s] ...[a] Julia Set
from the quadratic family ... x^2 + c ...[ and c = -1 ] ...

... the tips of [the Julia Set] are visited most frequently, while the branch points seem to
be avoided most often. Nevertheless ... the non uniformity has little effect on Fig.26 ...”.
A Quaternionic Julia set image by Prokofiev (wikimedia) shows the Quaternion Julis Set
for c = -1 with a cross-section in the XY plane. in which the corresponding Complex
"San Marco fractal" is visible:

What about the Bohm Quantum Potential Spin 2 Bosons ?
The Bohm Quantum Potential Spin 2 Bosons can be repreented by
the Julia Set of the point c = -2 on the Mandelbrot real axis.
Peitgen and Richter in Beauty of Fractals say “... Equipotential and field lines for the
Julia set of x -> x^2 + c , c = -2 ...

... a binary decomposition ...

...”.
Peitgen, Jurgens, and Saupe in Chaos and Fractals say
“... Encirclements for ... c = -2 ...

... for c = -2 ... the Julia set is a single connected set ...”.

According to usefuljs.net web page on Juia Sets and The Mandelbrot Set:
“... Why is ... J( z^2 - 2 ) a straight line?
It's easier to understand if we imagine the inverse iteration: start with a circle of radius 2
and then repeatedly apply the iteration function: z → √(z - c) ... c = -2 ...
Each iteration, we shift all points of the circle left by 2 (which discards half of the points).
We then take the square root which has three effects:
values whose magnitude is > 1 contract,
values whose magnitude is < 1 expand
and the square root creates a mirror image since each number has two square roots.
The result is two teardrops that are pinched at the origin.
Repeat and you double the pinched teardrops each iteration while making them smaller.
At infinity, the repeated pinching has made the tear drops infinitesimally small,
leaving a straight line segment. ...
The Julia set of z^2 - 2 after 1, 2, 3, 4, 20 and 10000 iterations ...

...”.

Julia Sets of Schwinger Sources and Green’s Functions
The Schwinger Source Particles that we deal with experimentally
are Kerr-Newman Cloud Shilov Boundaries of Bounded Complex Domains
that have symmetry from the 24-dim Leech lattice part of the Monster Group
and have volume about 10^27 Planck Volumes and size about 10^(-24) cm.
The Bounded Complex Domain structure of each Schwinger Source
gives it (through Bergman Kernel) a Green’s Function for its force interactions.
The Green’s Function is manifested in the interior of the Schwinger Source Cloud
by Julia Set organization of the component small particles in the Cloud.
Each cell of the Planck-scale local lattice has a Mandelbrot structure that contains
potential Julia Sets. When a Valence Particle manifests itself at a cell of the Planckscale local lattice it uses a Julia set with matching Green’s Function.
M. F. Barnsley, J. S. Geronimo, and A. N. Harrington say
in Geometrical and Electrical Properties of Some Julia Sets (Georgia Tech August 1982)
“... electrical properties of Julia sets of an arbitrary potential ... are developed
with the aid of the Bottcher equation and Green’s star domains ...
We use Julia sets for T(z) = ( z - L )^2 as examples and relate the electrical properties
to the geometry of the Julia set ...”.
Peitgen, Jurgens, and Saupe in Chaos and Fractals (1992) say
“... points for which the iteration escapes ... is called the escape set ... The iteration for
all other initial values remains in a bounded region forever ... the .... prisoner set ...
the boundary ... between the basins of attraction ... is ... the Julia set ...
Encirclement of the Prisoner Set ...[ by ] iteration ...[ of ] approximation ... shad[ing] the
encirclements ... using alternating black and white sets ... for c = -2 ... c = -1 ... c = i ...

... Think of the prisoner set as a piece of metal charged with electrons ... produc[ing]
an electrostatic field in the surrounding space ...[ which has ] field lines ...
an electrostatic field ... is conservative ... there is ... a potential function ...
equipotential surfaces ... on which the potential is constant ... are perpendicular
everywhere to the direction of the electrostatic field ... the intensity of the field is
inversely proportional to the distance between equipotential surfaces ...
Riemann Mapping Theorem ...[ gives ] A one-to-one correspondence between the
potential of the unit disk and the potential of any connected prisoner set ...

... Equipotential and field lines for c = -1 .
The angles of the field lines are given in multiples of 2 pi ...
Binary decomposition for c = -1 ...[ and ] c = i ...

... potential ... level sets capture ... the magnitude of the iterates ...
Now ... turn to the binary decomposition of these level sets ...
There are 2^n stage-n cells in a level set ...
Binary decomposition allows us to approximate arbitrary field lines of the potential.
the labelling of these cells converges to the binary expansion of the angles of the field
lines passing through the cells ... Only in the limit ... do field lines become ... straight ...
from the point of view of field line dynamics ... the dynamics of z -> z^2 + c , c =/= 0,
acts like angle doubling, just as for c = 0 ...”.

Tomoki Kawahira of the math department of Tokyo Institute of Technology says
“...The black and white pictures below show ... Potential functions (Green functions) ...
defined outside the (filled) Julia sets ...

...”.
Here are the corresponding Field Lines from 2008 YouTube of ImpoliteFruit for
Julia fractal, X axis (Distance and field lines) and
Julia fractal, Y axis (Distance and field lines):

